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Abstract
Current design of high performance turbopumps for rocket engines requires effective and
robust analytical tools to provide design impact in a productive manner. The main goal of this
study is to develop a robust and effective computational fluid dynamics (CFD) pump model for
general turbopump design and analysis applications. A Navier-Stokes flow solver, FDNS,
embedded with the extended k-e turbulence model and with appropriate moving interface
boundary conditions, is developed to analyze turbulent flows in the turbomachinery devices. The
FDNS code has been benchmarked with its numerical predictions of the pump consortium
inducer, and provides satisfactory results. In the present study, a CFD analysis of the pump
consortium impeller will be conducted with the application of the FDNS code. The pump
consortium impeller, with partial blades, is the new design concept of the advanced rocket engine.
A 3-D flow calculation with 81 x 41 x 41 grid system was conducted for the team base-line
impeller. The result shows a massive flow separation occurs between the full-blade pressure
surface and the partial-blade suction surface. Similar result was predicted by the other
consortium members. A pump consortium optimized impeller, a revision based on the base-line
impeller, was then designed by Rocketdyne to remove the flow separation. A 3-D flow analysis,
with 103 x 23 x 30 mesh system and with the inlet flow conditions provided by Rocketdyne, was
performed for the optimized impeller. The numerical result indicates no flow separation occurs
inside the flow passage, which is also consistent with the other consortium members" predictions.
However, the flow field inside the optimized impeller as calculated by the team members showed
great variations, especially near the exit shroud region. The discreoancv is susnected ta h,- d:_e
to different exit Doundary......... ccmditlnn__v.._-_ea__ _ by a,,......., ,,,,o,,l,--,:--- members. Therefore, three different
exit wall boundary conditions will be further examined by the FDNS code, those are fixed-wall,
wall-slip (symmetry), and rotating wall boundary conditions. The computed results will be
compared in order to address the effect of exit boundary conditions on the impeller flow field.
Meanwhile, two off-design cases of the optimized impeller, 80% and 120% of the design flow,
will also be analyzed with a particular exit boundary condition. All CFD analysis of the pump
consortium base-line impeller, and the optimized impeller with various exit boundary conditions
will be presented in the coming CFD workshop meeting.
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OPTIMIZED IMPELLER: CM VS. X
FOR Rret= 0.05 (NEAR HUB)
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OPTIMIZED IMPELLER: BETA VS. X
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OPTIMIZED IMPELLER: BLADE-TO-BLADE CM
AT THE IMPELLER INLET FOR R = 0.95
tel






















OPTIMIZED IMPELLER: BLADE-TO-BLADE CM
AT THE IMPELLER INLET FOR R = 0.05
tel



























OPTIMIZED IMPELLER: CM VS. X
FOR Rrel= 0.95 (NEAR SHROUD)
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OPTIMIZED IMPELLER: BETA VS. X
FOR R --" 0.95
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OPTIMIZED IMPELLER: BLADE-TO-BLADE CM
AT THE IMPELLER EXIT, NEAR THE SHROUD
full blade ! I full blade _.



















OPTIMIZED IMPELLER: BLADE-TO-BLADE CM
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